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WORKSHEET 1

COMPREHENSION

Read and Understand

A caterpillar is a small creature. It is green in colour. It has a long body 
and many sets of legs. It grows very fast. It eats leaves.

Caterpillars go off to sleep for a few days and then change into colourful 
butterflies.

 A. Based on your reading of the above passage, tick () the correct answers.

 1. The colour of a caterpillar is

 (a) red  (b) green 

 2. A caterpillar has  legs.

 (a) many  (b) four 

 3. A caterpillar eats

 (a) wood  (b) leaves 

 4. Butterflies are

 (a) colourful  (b) white 

 B. Make sentences with the following words.

 1. caterpillar 

 2. sleep 

5. The King Who Loved Nature
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WORKSHEET 2

GRAMMAR
 A. Use pronouns in the blanks given below.

You I She He

 1.  go to park every day.

 2. Where are  going?

 3. Rohan is my friend.  is tall.

 4. Rita is my neighbour.  has a red frock.

 B. Underline the pronouns below.

 1. He ate salad for lunch.

 2. It is a small puppy.

 3. I like to go out with my friends.

 4. Will you give me some water, please?
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WORKSHEET 3

VOCABULARY AND WRITING
 A. Write the correct word from the Help Box for each set of words given below.

insects jewellery birds flowers

 1. pigeon peacock eagle : 

 2. cockroach grasshopper butterfly : 

 3. rose lily jasmine : 

 4. earrings necklace ring : 

 B. Form new words by combining words given in the two columns.

  Column A  Column B

 1. rain (a) band

 2. head (b) pot

 3. tea (c) cloth

 4. basket (d) fall

 5. table (e) ball

 C. Add suitable words to complete the following conversation. Look at the picture for 
ideas.

Mani : Hello, Raghu. How were the holidays?

Raghu : Hello. I went to a v  
to meet my uncle and aunt. It was fun.

Mani : I know a v  is very 
different from a c .

Raghu : Yes it is. A village has small  
h s and big fields.

Mani : But in a city like Delhi, we have b
 buildings, m  

cars and thousands of people.




